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Alzheimer’s disease is the most common cause of dementia worldwide, and it is 

characterized by progressive impairment of cognitive performance, brain atrophy, neuronal 

and synaptic loss, and abnormal aggregation of amyloid beta and tau proteins. Notably, 

prodromal Alzheimer’s disease is characterized by mild cognitive impairment, increments 

in the occurrence of seizures and abnormal electroencephalographic activity. Clinical and 

animal model studies suggest that hyperexcitability and cognitive impairment may be 

mechanistically linked, through synaptic abnormalities that disturb the 

excitatory/inhibitory balance (E/I ratio) in circuits vulnerable to Alzheimer’s disease 

pathology. We measured electrophysiological, anatomical, transcriptional, and cellular E/I 

ratios in human brain. Our findings establish a strong correlational link between E/I 

imbalance and loss of cognition; and showed a pro-excitatory shift of this balance in brain 

regions known to be hyperactive in Alzheimer’s disease subjects. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE  

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an age-related neurodegenerative disease 

characterized by progressive impairment of cognitive performance, brain atrophy, and 

neuronal lesions as plaques and tangles (Illustration 1 1,2 and 21) . Neuronal lesions are 

composed by abnormal accumulations of proteins prone to misfold such as amyloid-β (Aβ) 

and tau proteins3. Aβ is a small peptide (39–43 amino acids) involved in neuronal survival 

and in synaptic excitability 4,5. Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that stabilize 

microtubules in neurons 6,7. Both, Aβ and Tau play physiological roles at the synapse, but 

Illustration 1. Top left, lateral view of a cognitively normal (CN) brain and Top right, an AD 

brain. Bottom, magnetic resonance imaging scan. Horizontal section from a CN, 

mild cognitive impaired (MCI) and AD subjects. Modified figures with 

permission from 1,2 

 

Illustration 2. Alzheimer Senile Plaques and Neurofibrillary Tangles. Left. 

Immunohistochemistry of affected Alzheimer’s tissues using antibodies directed 

against Aβ peptides demonstrates the presence of senile plaques. Right. Silver 

staining of neurofibrillary tangles develop from intracellular pre-tangles 

containing misfolded tau (mature tangles=arrows ; pre-tangles = arrowheads). 

Modified figure from Illustration 1. Top left, lateral view of a cognitively normal 

(CN) brain and Top right, an AD brain. Bottom, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) scan. Horizontal section from a cognitive normal (normal), mild cognitive 

impairment (MCI) and an AD subject. Modified figures from1,2 
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under pathologic conditions, they form aggregates in response to degeneration of specific 

types of neurons 8,9. 

AD is the most common cause of dementia worldwide, only in U.S there are 6 

millions of people affected, and its incidence is projected to increase 3-fold over the next 

30 years 10. In 2020, the cost of healthcare for AD treatment is estimated at $305 billion, 

and today there is no disease-modifying treatment available 10. The only approved drugs 

(Donepezil, Rivastigmine, Galantamine, Memantine) by the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) provide limited symptomatic relief targeting neurons excitability11. 

Recently in 2021, a new drug targeting plaques aggregation (aducanumab) has been 

approved with some controversy because it failed to prove efficacy in one of the major 

clinical trials 12.  

HISTORY OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

AD was first described in the early 1900’s by Dr. Aloysius Alzheimer and 

collaborators 13, by reporting the first clinical case of a “paranoid with progressive sleep 

and memory disturbance, aggression, and confusion symptoms”. After several decades, in 

1984, a task force group composed of leading experts intended to establish and describe a 

clinical criteria for the diagnosis of AD 14. AD was thus defined as a brain disorder 

characterized by progressive dementia. Its pathologic characteristics are degeneration of 

neurons; presence of neuritic plaques, characterized by Aβ aggregates surrounded by a 

 
 
Illustration 3.  Deactivation of the default mode network (DMN) is reduced with aging and Aβ 

burden. Modified figure taken from68. On the left, Anatomic distribution of Aβ burden (yellow 

and red) detected using Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB) and positron emission tomography 

(PET). On the right, demonstrating significant task-related decreases in fMRI activity 

(deactivation shown in blue) during successful encoding of face-name.

 

Illustration 2. Alzheimer Senile Plaques and Neurofibrillary Tangles. Left. 

Immunohistochemistry of affected AD ’s tissue using antibodies directed against 

Aβ peptides demonstrates the presence of senile plaques. Right. Silver staining 

of neurofibrillary tangles develop from intracellular pre-tangles containing 

misfolded tau (mature tangles = arrows; pre-tangles = arrowheads). Modified 

figure with permission from 1 

 

 

Illustration 2. Alzheimer Senile Plaques and Neurofibrillary Tangles. Left. 

Immunohistochemistry of affected Alzheimer’s tissues using antibodies directed 

against Aβ peptides demonstrates the presence of senile plaques. Right. Silver 

staining of neurofibrillary tangles develop from intracellular pre-tangles 

containing misfolded tau (mature tangles=arrows ; pre-tangles = arrowheads). 

Modified figure from 1 
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dense network of nerve cell processes; and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles that are 

product of the misfolding and aggregation of tau protein (Illustration 2, 15). Moreover, AD 

was defined as a clinical-pathologic entity, which is diagnosed definitely at autopsy and in 

life as possible or probable AD 14. Over the last three decades, researchers have worked to 

improve the AD diagnosis accuracy in living people, trying to avoid errors derived from 

misinterpreting prototypical clinical syndromes without neuropathological verification. 

The clinical diagnosis of potential AD is established by testing cognitive function as 

memory, problem solving, attention, counting, and language; or by measuring Aβ and tau 

accumulation in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF); or by molecular imaging as positron emission 

tomography (PET)-amyloid and –tau assays and structural magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) in the brain 16,17. 

In 1991, Heiko and Eva Braak studied 83 brains from non-demented and demented 

individuals. Histological sections from these brains were examined for extracellular 

amyloid deposits and intraneuronal neurofibrillary changes to develop the first 

classification of AD brain region and severity progression, also known as Braak staging 18. 

This classification is still widely accepted to evaluate the severity of the disease on post-

mortem brain, and it is mainly based on neurofibrillary tangles distribution. The pathology 

is divided in 6 stages: the first two stages (transentorhinal phase) were characterized by 

mild or severe transentorhinal alteration, the 3rd and 4th stages (limbic phase) were defined 

by the spread of the neurodegeneration in the proper entorhinal cortex, and the 5th and 6th 

stages (isocortical phase) were marked by destruction of many cortical association areas 18. 

A neuropathologic diagnosis of AD is possible using a semiquantitative estimation of 

neuritic plaque density as recommended by the Consortium to Establish a Registry for 

Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD)19,20; minimum CERAD plaque score is 0 (no neuritic 

plaques) and maximum score is 3 (frequent plaques). 

Despite the considerable progress over the years, the mechanisms behind the 

neurodegeneration in AD are still not fully understood; and AD lacks convincing disease-

modifying therapies.  
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CLASSIFICATION AND RISK FACTORS 

AD can be classified as familial (fAD) or sporadic (sAD), depending on the 

pathogenesis. The incidence of fAD is lower than 5% and is associated to mutations in 

three different genes: presenilin-1 (PS1), presenilin-2 (PS2), and amyloid precursor protein 

(APP) 21,22. All known fAD mutations are related to the biological cascade controlling 

either the biosynthesis or the processing of APP 23–25. Down syndrome, characterized by 

an extra copy of chromosome 21 in which the APP gene is located, is another genetic risk 

factor contributing to AD pathogenesis 26. Sporadic AD (>95%) has a multifactorial onset 

and the main risk factor is aging with the prevalence of AD rising exponentially after 65 

years of age 27. AD incidence doubles every 5 years after 65 years of age, and even if AD 

is not always the outcome of aging, after 85 years of age, one in every three subjects is 

diagnosed with AD 28. There are other risk factors for AD: lower education, female sex, 

head trauma, heart disease, smoking, diabetes type 2 and the presence of either 1 or 2 copies 

of the ɛ4 allele of the gene for apolipoprotein E (APOE) 29. ApoE is a protein involved in 

lipid metabolism and consisting in 3 known isoforms: ApoE2, 3 and 4. ApoE3 is the most 

common variant, ApoE4 seems to contribute to an increased risk for AD and ApoE2 has 

been shown to be protective. Also physical activity and Mediterranean diet seems to have 

a protective role as well. 30,31. 

Despite the effort to characterize distinct pathological stages, AD pathology is 

considered as a continuum. After a preclinical asymptomatic phase, the first signs of 

cognitive impairment appear and then there is a progressive worsening of symptoms. 

Subjects with genetic risks of AD, or showing positive AD biomarkers without fAD 

mutations in the early stage of the disease, present a cognitive performance below the 

expected range. These subjects, which are diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI) 32, are considered to be at an intermediate clinical stage between cognitively intact 

and AD type dementia 33,34. Clinical and research studies most commonly test cognitive 

functioning of AD subjects using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) or the 

Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument (CASI). MMSE is a 20 questions test scored out 

of 30 points used to measure: orientation, short-term memory, attention, language, and 

comprehension. CASI is an extended version of MMSE that uses 40 questions and is scored 
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out of 100 points. Recent studies, allow us to compare cognitive scores from different tests 

through co-calibration using item response theory (IRT)35. 

 

HYPERACTIVITY AND SYNAPTIC IMBALANCE IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE  

Neural excitability depends largely on the synaptic activity 36, and AD is considered 

a disease of the synapses 37. Contrary to past reports 37, not only excitatory (glutamatergic) 

signaling is disrupted in AD, but also inhibitory (gamma aminobutyric acid or GABAergic) 

signaling 38,39. The vast majority of synapses in the human brain use glutamate or GABA 

as neurotransmitters, and together with their own synaptic receptors, these 

neurotransmitters are critical for slow neurotransmission via metabotropic receptors, and 

fast neurotransmission via ionotropic receptors. In this study, I will focus on the fast-

synaptic transmission. 

  

Glutamate inotropic receptors (iGluRs) are the major mediators of the fast-

excitatory synaptic transmission in the mammalian brain. They are transmembrane ligand-

gated ion channels composed by a combination of four subunits. IGluRs, based on their 

subunit composition and pharmacology, these receptors have different physiological 

properties, and are divided in 3 subclasses: α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-

isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPARs), kainate receptors, and N-Methyl-D-aspartic 

acid receptors (NMDARs). All of them are permeable to cations. Importantly, AMPARs 

and NMDARs are known to bind Aβ oligomers, which opens these receptors 40. 

GABAA receptors (GABAARs) are the major mediators of the fast-inhibitory 

synaptic transmission in the mammalian brain. They are pentameric transmembrane 

receptors forming a central pore permeable to chloride ions. GABAARs are made by the 

arrangement of five of the nineteen possible subunits, giving to this receptor a large 

variability of isoforms 41. Moreover, Aβ oligomers reduce inhibitory post-synaptic currents 

in neurons via GABAAR 42. 

 

Glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic transmissions are constantly tuned to each 

other during the neurogenesis, adulthood and senescence of the individual43,44. This 
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complex process is named excitation to inhibition balance. It can be defined as the average 

amount of depolarizing to hyperpolarizing neuronal synaptic currents (global synaptic E/I 

ratio or just E/I ratio) in a particular region 45. A balanced E/I ratio is critical for coherent 

neural coding 46 and its impairment has been associated with the onset of disorders such as 

schizophrenia, autism and AD 47,48. Animal models of AD and epilepsy show brain 

hyperexcitability due to E/I imbalance 49,50, possibly as a result of alteration of 

glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmission 51,52. Tau seems to be essential in this 

process since its reduction significantly decreased seizure sensitivity in an animal model 

of AD 53. Furthermore, evidence reviewed by Demuro, A 54 shows that Aβ oligomers 

increase calcium permeability in neurons and glia that could lead to disruption of brain 

circuits, hyperexcitability and increase of cytokines production 55–57.  

Recent evidence suggests that early cognitive alterations are detectable years before 

meeting criteria for MCI and may allow to predict the progression to dementia. The study 

of asymptomatic fAD subjects is critical to elucidate the early impairment of AD. 

Asymptomatic fAD subjects have shown accumulation of tau and Aβ-42 (considered the 

most toxic isoform of Aβ) in CSF and in the brain parenchyma 58,59, and impairment of 

Illustration 3.  Deactivation of the default mode network (DMN) is reduced with aging and Aβ 

burden.. On the left, Anatomic distribution of Aβ burden (yellow and red) detected 

using Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB) and positron emission tomography (PET). On 

the right, demonstrating significant task-related decreases in fMRI activity 

(deactivation shown in blue) during successful encoding of face-name. Modified 

figure with permission from 68 
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synaptic excitability 60,61 producing hyperactivity of the cerebral cortex years before the 

onset of clinical AD.  

 

Aberrant excitability has been reported in pre-clinical AD, MCI and AD suggesting 

that synaptic alterations precede cognitive symptoms and persist over time. Functional 

MRI analysis revealed that pre-clinical AD in APOE ε4 positive subjects shows temporal 

and parietal cortex (PCx) hyperactivity during cognitive challenge tasks. The 

hyperactivation correlated with the degree of decline in memory among subjects who were 

retested two years later 61. Also, pre-clinical AD, carrying fully-penetrant genetic 

alterations in PS1, have shown hyperactivation of hippocampus 60. MCI patients present 

fMRI hyperactivation in hippocampus during memory task performing, and interestingly, 

it negatively correlates with temporal and parietal thickness 62. Reducing the 

hyperexcitability in MCI patients using an atypical anti-epileptic improved their cognition 

34,63. Subjects with full-blown AD have 6- to 10-fold increase risk of seizures 64, and show 

similar medial temporal hyperactivity described before (reviewed in 65). In AD subjects, 

medial temporal hyperactivity correlates with parietal degeneration, and dysconnectivity 

between medial temporal lobe and parietal cortices 66.  

  

Interestingly, brain areas in which Aβ start to accumulate are also hyperactive in 

AD. These areas are functionally interconnected and form a functional network named: 

default mode network (DMN) 67–69. The structural core region of the DMN are the posterior 

medial and parietal cerebral cortices as well as distinct temporal and frontal modules 70. 

The DMN is active at a resting state but needs to be deactivated when the subject is required 

to perform a task that involve directing attention to an external stimulus 71. The efficient 

deactivation of this brain network is critical for attention, memory and language processing 

72–74. Emerging evidence using PET-scan has shown that  in AD subjects the accumulation 

of β-amyloid starts in areas of the DMN causing impairment of the connectivity and 

deactivation failure (Illustration 3)68,75. The DMN is currently considered as a primary 

locus of AD pathology 76.  
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AIM OF THE DISSERTATION 

Clinical studies and experiments with animal models suggest that synaptic loss may 

disturb the excitatory to inhibitory balance (E/I ratio) in circuits vulnerable to AD 

pathology 52,77,78, which in turn could lead to the cortical hyperexcitability that is associated 

with cognitive impairment 52,79,80. However, electrophysiological evidence from animal 

model studies indicates that the activity and strength of excitatory and inhibitory synapses 

in the cerebral cortex are highly correlated across different cortical activity patterns 46,81. 

Thus, synaptic currents, through AMPARs and GABAARs, are tightly regulated to preserve 

the global synaptic E/I ratio within a range that allows for normal network level operations 

46,81,82. Previous work of Limon et al., showed the activity of functional GABAARs, both 

synaptic and extrasynaptic combined, is significantly reduced in the temporal cortex (TCx) 

of the AD brain, and that this reduction is equal to or greater than the reduction in AMPARs 

83. However, those experiments did not distinguish between synaptic and extrasynaptic 

GABAARs, and thus do not directly address potential changes in the strength of fast 

inhibitory synaptic currents. Moreover, gene expression for the GABAAR subunit 

GABRG2 was more affected than that of GRIA2 83, a result that raises the possibility of AD 

related shifts in the operating characteristics of synaptic receptors. In all, the issue of 

whether AD differentially affects inhibitory vs. excitatory synapses, and thus E/I balance 

in cortex, had yet to be resolved. Such information is critical for refining hypotheses about 

the origins of AD related pathogenesis and pathophysiology, and for development of 

effective therapies. 

Individuals at early stage of AD show MCI, increments in the occurrence of 

seizures and abnormal electroencephalographic (EEG) activity 52,79,84–87. As mentioned 

before, the E/I ratio in principal neurons is maintained at a near constant level by tight 

homeostatic mechanisms, despite fluctuating activity 88. Small changes of this ratio can 

have large effects on neuronal activity that control spike timing, network rhythms and 

implement functional brain states 46,49,89–93 and since A and tau oligomers production is 

activity-dependent, hyperexcitability likely accelerates transition to dementia 94,95. Equally 
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important, it is not known whether global synaptic E/I imbalance correlate with the severity 

of cognitive impairment in AD. 

The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that brain areas known to be affected 

by hyperactivity in AD subjects are characterized by an E/I imbalance at the synaptic level. 

First, we studied the E/I ratio in the PCx of early-onset AD subjects. Then, we evaluated 

the E/I ratio in brain regions early affected by AD neuropathology (hippocampus and TCx) 

in MCI and AD. The central hypothesis was addressed via the completion of the specific 

aims contained within the two scientific manuscripts described below: 

 

Manuscript 1: Increased functional Excitatory to Inhibitory synaptic ratio in parietal cortex 

of Alzheimer’s disease subjects 

 Determine the anatomical synaptic E/I ratio by using fluorescence 

deconvolution tomography (FDT) 

 Determine the electrophysiological E/I balance (eE/I) of synaptic receptors by 

using microtransplantation of synaptic membranes (MSM) 

 Cross-validate results of previous aims using publicly available RNA-Seq and 

in-situ hybridization datasets, to measure cellular and transcriptional E/I ratios. 

 

Manuscript 2: Neuronal, synaptic and electrophysiological Excitatory to Inhibitory 

imbalance associates with loss of cognitive performances in Alzheimer’s disease 

individuals 

 Determine the eE/I ratio of synaptic receptors in MCI and AD subjects. 

 Evaluate native synaptic receptor affinity to kainate and GABA 

 Define whether synaptic proteins predict the eE/I balance 

 Cross-validate results of previous aims in MCI and AD using publicly available 

RNA-Seq and in-situ hybridization datasets, to measure cellular and 

transcriptional E/I ratios. 
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 Investigate whether the E/I ratio across different levels of complexity correlate 

with cognitive impairment of the subjects. 
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CHAPTER 2. RESULTS  

Increased functional Excitatory to Inhibitory synaptic ratio in 

parietal cortex of Alzheimer’s disease subjects  

In the present study, we utilized two complementary approaches to assess the global 

synaptic E/I ratio in the inferior PCx of AD subjects. The PCx is part of the DMN that is 

active during daydreaming, mind wandering, and introspection, but deactivates during 

demanding goal-directed cognitive tasks 76,96. Importantly, baseline DMN activity is 

increased in AD and fails to deactivate during cognitive tasks, suggesting that the DMN is 

abnormally and continuously hyperactive in AD  97,98. This may be due to disruptions in 

the E/I balance of principal neurons, although direct evidence is lacking. The present study 

was therefore undertaken to determine the anatomical E/I ratio in postmortem PCx from 

middle-aged subjects with AD, Down Syndrome (DS), and normal controls without 

pathology, using FDT to histologically assess the synaptic levels of markers for excitatory 

and inhibitory postsynaptic densities: postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95) and 

gephyrin (GPHN), respectively. The DS group was included to compare synaptic effects 

in two neurological disorders with AD pathology; virtually all DS individuals exhibit AD 

pathology by 40 years of age 99. The eE/I ratio was then measured by MSM isolated from 

slices adjacent to those used in FDT experiments. As originally described by Miledi and 

colleagues 100,101 , and expanded by others 102–104, the MSM technique allows for 

assessment of human receptors that are still associated with their natural lipid environment 

and accessory proteins. Results from the present work provide the first evidence that 

despite a loss of both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic proteins, individuals with AD 

exhibit a marked shift towards a pro-excitatory perturbation of postsynaptic densities and 

electrophysiological synaptic E/I balance. Further corroborating evidence for this 
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imbalance in AD PCx was found using publicly available RNA-Seq transcriptional 

datasets. 

 

ANATOMICAL ALTERATIONS IN EXCITATORY AND INHIBITORY SYNAPTIC 

MARKERS IN CORTICAL LAYERS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

PATHOLOGY 

Quantitative FDT analyses were used to assess levels of PSD-95 and GPHN in 

parietal cortical layers 1 and 2 from individuals with AD or DS with AD pathology, and 

from normal controls (Figure 1). Both layers were assessed individually to test for 

differences in levels of the synaptic markers between the cell body-sparse layer 1 and the 

adjacent cell body-dense layer 2. Counts of PSD-95 and GPHN immunoreactive puncta in 

the sample fields from both layers were not significantly different across groups (Figure 

1), indicating that the total density (puncta per volume) of excitatory and inhibitory 

synapses was maintained in PCx of middle-aged individuals including those in the disease 

states. Nevertheless, in all cases there was evidence of age-related pathology including an 

accumulation of large lipofuscin deposits often in association with GPHN immunopositive 

(+) cell bodies. In the AD cases we also observed dystrophic GPHN+ processes (Figure 1 

d).   

Next, we assessed the levels of immunoreactivity (ir) for both synaptic markers 

within individual synapse-sized puncta and plotted these measures in intensity frequency 

distributions (Figure 1 e-h). Both AD and DS cases were characterized by a reduction in 

the proportion of excitatory synapses with high levels of PSD-95-ir (≥ 90 

immunofluorescence intensity, on a 20-180 scale) and an increase in the proportion of 

excitatory synapses with lower intensity labeling. These changes were larger in the 

perikarya-rich layer 2 as compared to layer 1 (Figure 1 e, g); RM-ANOVA, p < 0.0001 for 

interaction between groups and intensities for both GPHN and PSD-95 in layer 2, vs p = 

0.0066 for GPHN and p = 0.0419 for PSD-95 in layer 1. Consequently, the ratio of the 

high-to-low immunoreactivity for excitatory PSDs was significantly reduced in all AD and 
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DS cases (Figure 2 a-f). The leftward shift in intensity suggests that a larger proportion of 

excitatory synapses in AD and DS have smaller postsynaptic densities or disturbances in 

synaptic scaffolding. The intensity frequency distribution for analysis of GPHN-ir at 

inhibitory synapses demonstrated that changes in AD and DS cases were similar to those 

of PSD-95-ir (Figure 1 f, h), with there being a marked reduction in the ratio of high-to-

low levels of GPHN-ir per synapse in both layers 1 and 2, and stronger effects in layer 2 

(Figure 2 c-h). The disturbances in both PSD-95 and GPHN immunoreactivities suggest 

reductions in both excitatory and inhibitory drive in AD and DS, with effects being 

relatively greater in the vicinity of perikarya. 

Given the marked reductions in levels of synaptic PSD-95-ir and GPHN-ir in both 

AD and DS groups, we next asked whether these proteins were similarly reduced or if they 

were differentially affected on a subject-by-subject basis. The ratio of the peaks of the 

immunolabeling frequency distributions for PSD-95 to GPHN (PSD-95-ir/GPHN-ir), for 

each subject, was not different between groups for layer 1 (Welch ANOVA allowing 

unequal variances, p = 0.22), indicating a similar anatomical E/I ratio for AD and DS versus 

controls (Figure 3 a). However, within layer 2 this ratio was significantly larger in the AD 

group as compared to controls (Welch ANOVA, p = 0.0316; followed by Dunn post hoc 

test comparing AD and DS vs control); the DS group had a trend in the same direction for 

layer 2 but this effect did not reach statistical significance due to greater group spread 

(Figure 3 b). These results suggest that while both PSD-95 and GPHN levels are reduced 

in AD, in layer 2 of PCx the ratio of excitatory to inhibitory postsynaptic elements is 

significantly elevated in AD versus controls.
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Figure 1 . Approach for analyses and quantification of changes in synaptic protein levels in 

AD and Down Syndrome (DS).  a, Schematic illustrating the methodological approach for 

processing fresh-frozen parietal cortex subsections from the same tissue block (step 1) for either 

FDT (step 2) or MSM (step 3) analyses. See Methods for details. b, c, Photomicrographs showing 

PSD-95 (green) and GPHN (red) immunoreactive puncta in layers 1 (b) and 2 (c) parietal cortex 

from control (CTRL), AD, and DS subjects.  Calibration bars, 2 µm (b & c). d, Examples of 

lipofuscin granules (arrow) surrounding GPHN immunopositive cells in a control case (inset, 

upper left; calibration bar, 10 µm), and GPHN+ dystrophic processes (arrow) in an AD case 

(calibration bar, 5 µm). e, - h, Synaptic immunolabeling intensity frequency distributions from 

the FDT analyses show the proportion of PSDs (Y-axis) in layers 1 (e,f) and 2 (g,h) that were 

immunolabeled for PSD-95 or GPHN at different intensities (X-axis) for the three groups; data 

plotted are group mean values ± SEM. Note the leftward skew in the immunolabeling intensity 

frequency distributions for the AD and DS groups relative to controls; this was most pronounced 

for layer 2 (RM-ANOVA, p < 0.0001 for interaction between groups and intensities for both 

GPHN and PSD-95 in layer 2; p = 0.0066 for GPHN and p = 0.0419 for PSD-95 in layer 1). 

Arrows in panels g, and h, indicate the control group which have a greater proportion of PSDs 

with high levels of the synaptic markers versus the AD and DS groups. Copied with permission 

from 129 . 
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Figure 2. Levels of immunoreactivity for excitatory and inhibitory synaptic proteins are 

reduced in AD and DS. a,-d, Plots showing the proportion of PSD-95+ and GPHN+ puncta in 

each layer with immunofluorescence in low, mid or high intensity ranges for each group (group 

means ± SEM; based on Figure 1 e, - h, intensity distributions). RM-ANOVA (group x intensity 

interaction) indicated a significant effect for layer 2 only: p = 0.0019 for PSD-95 and p = 0.0133 

for GPHN. RM-ANOVA for layer 1, p = 0.1027 for PSD-95 and p = 0.4151 for GPHN. (E-H) 

Box plots show the ratio of high-to-low labeling intensities for each individual case. As shown, 

all AD and DS cases exhibited significantly lower high-to-low intensity ratios as compared to 

controls for both postsynaptic proteins in each layer: PSD-95 layer 1, (F (2,13) = 14.17, p < 

0.0005); GPHN layer 1 (F (2,13) = 5.1, p < 0.023); PSD-95 layer 2, (F (2,13) = 8.4, p < 0.0045); 

GPHN layer 2 (F (2,13) = 37.54, p < 0.0001). P values shown are from the Dunnett’s post hoc 

test comparing AD or DS to control. Copied with permission from 129 . 
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Figure 3. Differential alterations in the excitation-to-inhibition balance in parietal cortex of 

AD and DS. a, - c, Scatter plots show the ratio of the peak value from the PSD-95 intensity 

frequency distribution to the peak value from the GPHN distribution to provide a measure of the 

anatomical E/I balance for layers 1(a.) and 2 (b), and for the two layers combined (c.) d - f, As 

shown, the E/I balance (PSD-95/GPHN ratio) was not different between groups in layer 1 (a; 

Welch ANOVA allowing unequal variances p = 0.22), but it was significantly affected in layer 2 

(b; Welch ANOVA; p = 0.0316) with only the AD group exhibiting elevated E/I balance versus 

controls (p =0.048, non-parametric Dunn’s post hoc test). When layers 1 and 2 were combined, 

the difference between the AD and control groups was even greater (Welch ANOVA p = 0.0173; 

AD vs CTRL, p = 0.0336 Dunn’s post hoc test).  Notably, the DS group was highly variable in 

these E/I balance analyses. Copied with permission from 129 . 
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REDUCTION OF SYNAPTOSOME-LIKE PARTICLES IN BOTH ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

AND DOWN SYNDROME  

To determine whether the anatomical E/I synaptic marker protein alterations are 

indicative of alterations in the abundance of functional synaptic AMPARs and GABAARs, 

P2 fractions enriched in synaptosomes were isolated from a single (20 µm-thick) cryostat 

section, adjacent to those used in FDT analysis, with the goal of recording the 

electrophysiological activity of synaptic receptors by MSM. As an intermediate step 

between FDT and MSM, one aliquot of the P2 fraction was examined by flow cytometry 

to aid in the interpretation of the immunohistochemical analysis from layers 1 and 2, and 

the global electrophysiological recording of synapses from the whole slice. Flow cytometry 

analysis showed a striking 48% and 64% reduction of synaptosome-like particles in the 

AD and DS groups, respectively, as compared to the control group (F (2,13) = 15.82, p = 

0.0003; Figure 4 a, b). Aligning with the loss of synaptosome particles, total protein levels 

in the P2 fractions were also significantly reduced in the AD and DS groups (F (2,13) = 

21.5, p < 0.0001) (Figure 4 b). The amount of protein and the number of synaptosomes 

were strongly positively correlated R2 (16) = 0.75; p < 0.0001. 

 These results indicate that preservation of the density of PSD-95+ and GPHN+ 

synapses in AD and DS, at least in superficial cortical layers, is at the cost of tissue 

shrinkage. We also observed a leftward shift in the size of recovered synaptosome-like 

particles from the AD and DS groups indicating that a large proportion of resilient synapses 

across all cortical layers have smaller-than-control sizes, a finding that is consistent with 

the reductions in immunoreactivity for both synaptic markers. Further in agreement with 

the FDT analyses, the ratio of large-to-small synaptosome-like particles was strongly 

reduced in AD and DS (F (2,13) = 21.5, p < 0.0001 vs control) (Figure 4 f), and the 

large/small ratio from the whole slice was linearly correlated to the high/low 

immunoreactivity for PSD-95 and GPHN in layers 1 and 2 combined (R2(16) = 0.69, p < 

0.0001) (Figure 4 g). Results from flow cytometry strongly suggests that synaptic deficits 

observed in cell-dense layer 2 identified with FDT are representative of effects in all cell-

dense cortical layers, and that the P2 fractions capture those changes. 
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Figure 4. Flow cytometric analysis of synaptosomes in P2 fractions from AD and DS 

subjects. a, Representative plots indicate the gating parameters, based on size (1-5 um), used to 

quantify synaptosomes in P2 fractions from the parietal cortex of CTRL, AD and DS subjects. 

b, Numbers of particles within the size of synaptosomes were reduced from 1e+6  8.6 e+4 in 

control (mean  SEM; n = 5) to 5.2 e+5  8.6 e+4 in AD (n = 5) and 3.6 e+5  7.9 e+4 in DS (n = 

6). An analysis of variance showed effect of diagnosis on particle count was significant, F (2,13) 

= 15.82, p = 0.0003. Post hoc analysis comparing to control using Dunnett’s method (AD and 

DS vs CTRL) indicated that the average number of particles was lower in AD and DS. c, d, 

Forward scatter plots for synaptosome sized particles from AD and DS subjects compared to 

controls. Forward scatter plots are representative of particle size and show a shift to smaller size 

particles in AD and DS compared to control. e. Plots showing the proportion of particles within 

the size range of synaptosomes in P2 fractions that were further identified as being small (1 µm 

> diameter () < 2 µm), medium (2 um ≤   ≤ 3 µm) or large (3 µm <  ≤ 5 µm) sized for each 

group (group means ± SEM; based on c,d size distributions). ANOVA determined that effect of 

diagnosis was significant for large (F (2,13) = 18.88, p < 0.0001) and medium sized particles (F 

(2,13) = 16.7, p = 0.0003) but not for the small group (F (2,13) = 1.7, p = 0.2). f, All AD and DS 

cases exhibited significant reductions in the large-to-small size ratios for particles from P2 

fractions (F (2,13) = 21.5, p < 0.0001). P values shown in the figures indicate the P value of the 

Dunnett’s post hoc test comparing AD or DS vs control. g, Plot showing the correlation between 

FDT high-to-low immunoreactivity (IR) ratios (PSD-95-ir and GPHN-ir in layers 1 and 2 

combined) and the large-to-small for each subject. Each subject is color coded by diagnosis: 

CTRL (gray), AD (cyan), DS (magenta). The solid line represents the Pearson’s correlation; 

R2(15) = 0.692, p < 0.000, showing agreement between intensity and size data from FDT and 

flow cytometry. Copied with permission from 129 . 
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INCREASED ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXCITATORY TO INHIBITORY RATIO IN 

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE BUT NOT DOWN SYNDROME. 

Flow cytometry analysis identified a large reduction of synaptosome-particles in 

P2 fractions in AD and DS; this is in agreement with neuronal loss and synaptic dysfunction 

found in previous studies. To determine whether changes in postsynaptic markers are 

associated with changes in AMPARs and GABAARs, we microtransplanted the same 

amount of synaptosomal membranes for each subject and measured the agonist-elicited 

responses of excitatory and inhibitory receptors in Xenopus oocytes. Because it is known 

that naïve oocytes (non-injected) do not express endogenous AMPARs or GABAARs 105, 

the ion currents elicited by specific-agonists for these receptors in microtransplanted 

oocytes are mediated by the non-native human receptors. To confirm this point, in each 

experiment we tested agonists for AMPARs or GABAARs and were unable to elicit 

currents from non-injected oocytes, as we previously reported 106. In contrast, oocytes 

microtransplanted with synaptosomes from each of the three groups, and clamped at a 

voltage of -80 mV, exhibited fast activated currents when perfused with 1 mM GABA 

(GABA currents) or 100 µM kainate (kainate currents) (Figure 5 a).  As mentioned 

previously, kainate is an agonist of AMPARs that keeps the channel in a non-desensitized 

state, allowing steady-state measurement of AMPARs currents 107. Co-perfusion of s-

AMPA plus CTZ, after 3 min CTZ preincubation, elicited ion currents with similar 

amplitude of those produced by kainate alone (kainate vs AMPA+CTZ correlation: R2(16) 

= 0.935, p < 0.0001) suggesting that kainate currents are mostly generated by AMPARs. 

To determine the contribution of kainate-type receptors specifically, we incubated 

microtransplanted oocytes in concanavalin A (ConA), a positive allosteric modulator of 

kainate-type receptors 108. Figure 5 c shows no effect of ConA in this preparation, 

confirming that the contribution of kainate receptors in our recordings was negligible.  

Having demonstrated agonist-induced responses in microtransplanted oocytes, we 

then tested for group differences. Maximal responses to GABA, kainate and AMPA+CTZ 

were variable across subjects (Figure 5); this was most striking in the DS group, which 

included some of the largest ion currents recorded. Therefore, although both AMPAR and 

GABAAR responses tended to be smaller in AD versus control cases, the differences were 
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not statistically significant. It is important to note that this study was not powered to detect 

differences in the total amplitude of the currents when measured individually (Figure 5 b). 

However, the maximal amplitude of currents through AMPARs and GABAARs were 

highly correlated across subjects (Figure 5 d, e). Because the correlation between ion 

currents elicited by kainate and GABA (R2(16) = 0.942, p < 0.0001) was higher than that 

between s-AMPA+CTZ and GABA (R2(16) = 0.916, p < 0.0001), we used kainate and 

GABA currents to calculate the eE/I ratio for each subject. For this, measures were 

collected and averaged only from oocytes in which both kainate and GABA currents 

measured show a response:noise ratio equal or higher than 3.  As compared to controls, 

only the AD group exhibited an increase in electrophysiological E/I balance with the 

kainate/GABA response ratio being significantly greater than for controls (F (2,13) = 4.21, 

p < 0.0387; Figure 5 f); responses from the DS group did not differ from controls. 

Combined with results from the FDT and flow cytometry analyses, these findings provide 

the first evidence that individuals with AD have a shift in the E/I balance leading to greater 

excitatory relative to inhibitory activity in cortex compared to that observed in controls.  

Unlike the AD cases, the eE/I ratio was preserved in DS (vs controls) despite these 

individuals exhibiting severe plaque and tangle pathology that was comparable to the AD 

group. As described above, the DS group exhibited large variability in ion currents that 

lead us to ask whether this might reflect another aspect of pathology such as levels of 

phosphorylated (p) tau, which can vary across individuals despite similar AD staging 109. 

Thus, we tested if ion currents in the DS group were correlated with ptau levels. Notably, 

in DS individuals the amplitude of kainate currents was negatively correlated with ptau 

levels (ρ(6) = -0.9429, p = 0.0048; non-parametric Spearman’s ρ to avoid artifactual 

correlations due to extreme variability). In addition, the numbers of synapses with high 

levels of PSD-95-ir (layers 1 and 2 combined) were also negatively correlated with AT8-

ir denoting ptau levels (ρ (6) = -0.8857, p = 0.0188). Neither the amplitude of GABA 

currents (ρ =-0.7714, p = 0.07) nor GPHN-ir per synapse (ρ = -0.09, p = 0.87) was 

significantly correlated with ptau levels. For the AD subjects, ptau levels did not correlate 

with either measure (p > 0.2 for all) likely reflecting the small within-group difference in 

ptau levels. 
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Figure 5. Differential alterations of the excitation to inhibition balance in ion currents of 

microtransplanted receptors from AD and DS parietal cortex. a, Functional responses of 

microtransplanted synaptic receptors were elicited by application of 1 mM GABA, 100 µM 

kainate, or 10 µM s-AMPA in combination with 10 µM cyclothiazide (CTZ), after 3 min 

preincubation with CTZ. b, No significant group differences were found in the maximal 

amplitude of agonist-induced ion currents for any of the responses (Welch ANOVA allowing 

unequal variances p = 0.27 for kainate, p = 0.09 for AMPA+CTZ, p = 0.34 for GABA). The DS 

group had both the largest, and some of the smallest, responses indicating a large within-group 

data spread in this condition. c. Kainate-induced responses were not potentiated by concanavalin 

A (Con-A), a positive allosteric modulator specific for kainate-type glutamate receptors, 

indicating that the participation of kainate receptors is negligible and kainate-induced receptors 

are generated by AMPA-type receptors. d, e, Plots showing the correlation between responses of 

excitatory receptors activated by kainate or AMPA plus CTZ and those of inhibitory receptors 

activated by GABA. Each point represents the average of responses from three recordings 

sessions. The solid lines represent the Pearson’s correlation. f, Excitation to inhibition ratio, 

defined as the average of maximum amplitude of kainate- to GABA-induced currents measured 

from the same oocyte was significantly larger in oocytes microtransplanted with synaptic 

membranes from AD compared to control brains (F (2,13) = 4.2, p < 0.0387). P value in plot 

indicates results from Dunnett’s post hoc test. Copied with permission from 129 . 
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INCREASED TRANSCRIPTOMIC DLG4/GPHN RATIO IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE.  

To determine whether the E/I imbalance in AD is reflected at the transcriptional 

level in a larger independent cohort, we used publicly available RNA-Seq data from the 

Aging, Dementia and Traumatic Brain Injury (ADTBI) cohort to calculate the 

transcriptional E/I ratio in PCx. The transcriptional E/I ratio was defined as the level of 

mRNA for DLG4, which encodes PSD-95, divided by the level of mRNA for GPHN, which 

encodes gephyrin. An effect of clinical diagnosis (p = 0.00891) was found on DLG4/GPHN 

ratios when individuals were pooled by signs of dementia (AD type by DSM-IV clinical 

DX) or non-dementia (Figure 6 a). Ageing had no effect (p = 0.34566).  

 

Taking all these results together, using multiple approaches, we report here the first 

evidence for a shift of the global E/I synaptic balance in the inferior PCx of the AD brain 

that favors greater synaptic excitation. While results from FDT studies indicate a reduction 

in levels of both excitatory and inhibitory synapse markers of middle-aged AD subjects, 

the ratio of PSD-95 to GPHN was strikingly altered in layer 2, indicating greater excitatory 

connectivity in this region. Gene expression analyses for PSD-95 and GPHN transcripts, 

in a larger cohort of subjects with level of pathology similar to the ones used in FTD 

studies, provided additional evidence for a shift in E/I imbalance, and suggest that 

alterations in layer 2 may extend to other cell-dense layers in the PCx. Electrophysiological 

recordings from MSM studies also showed unequal deficits in postsynaptic AMPAR- and 

GABAAR-mediated ion currents, leading to an increase in the global electrophysiological 

synaptic E/I ratio, which would favor enhanced synaptic excitatory drive. The E/I shift in 

AD is remarkable in the context of studies showing that synaptic levels of inhibition are 

generally proportional and scaled in strength to excitation, despite even large variations in 

the amplitude of excitatory synaptic currents across neurons 81,88,110. Changes in excitatory 

synapse number and/or strength predicted for Hebbian plasticity during learning and 

memory is similarly compensated for by synaptic scaling 111, heterosynaptic plasticity 110, 

and changes in synaptic function within minutes and hours 112. Indeed, the E/I ratio in our 

MSM study had minimal variation compared to ion currents measured individually, 
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indicating that on average the relationship between postsynaptic AMPARs and GABAARs 

is nearly constant in control individuals, and even in DS.  

Our converging evidence suggests that a pro-excitatory synaptic imbalance may 

underlie the hyperexcitability and reduced resting state deactivation that have been 

consistently observed in the PCx of AD patients 113,114. Further dissection of the 

transcriptional E/I ratio by amyloid plaque burden severity indicated that those with severe 

amyloid deposition and dementia had larger transcriptional E/I ratios than those without 

these clinical manifestations. This suggests that homeostatic mechanisms that maintain the 

E/I ratio are preserved in so-called “resilient” individuals that remain cognitively intact 

despite abundant Aβ plaques and NFTs 115,116. Importantly, people with dementia but 

without amyloid deposition also had significantly larger transcriptional E/I ratios compared 

to controls. These results suggest that pro-excitatory E/I ratios primarily correlate with 

dementia status, with potential secondary effects reflecting the level and type of pathology. 

Thus, cortical hyperexcitability may be part of a positive feedback loop whereby higher 

neuronal activity promotes production and accumulation of toxic Aβ and Tau oligomers 95 

resulting in unequal synaptic losses that, in turn, lead to greater excitation. The preservation 

of a normal synaptic E/I balance in PCx in DS is an interesting finding. To our knowledge 

whether the default mode network shows signs of hyperactivity in DS is not known. 

However, comparative imaging studies of DS and control subjects did not find functional 

differences in the resting-state connectivity within PCx, even in subjects with APOE ε4 vs 

APOE ε3 variants that denote a higher risk for AD 117, suggesting resilience or persisting 

homeostatic mechanisms in this region in DS despite AD-like pathology. 
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Figure 6. Differential alterations in expression of excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic 

density proteins are associated with dementia in AD. a, The transcriptional E/I ratio for DLG4 

to GPHN (DLG4/GPHN) using RNA-Seq datasets from the Aging, Dementia and Traumatic 

Brain Injury study (ADTBI), was significantly increased in AD cases compared to controls with 

no pathology (n = 8 cognitive healthy controls, CERAD = 0 and 12 subjects with a DSM-IV 

clinical diagnosis of dementia of the AD disease type and AD pathology CERAD = 3). The 

difference was driven by reduction in GPHN expression and not from DLG4, p value from the 

non-parametric Wilcoxon test. b, Top representative clusters of the gene ontology (GO) analysis 

for cellular component of genes positively correlated with the DLG4/GPHN ratio implemented 

in Metascape. Copied with permission from 129 . 
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ELEVATED EXCITATORY TO INHIBITORY NEURONAL RATIO IN ALZHEIMER’S 

DISEASE. 

 To further elucidate sources of E/I balance disruption in the PCx in AD, we used publicly 

available in situ hybridization image data from the ADTBI study 118, to quantify the number 

of glutamatergic neurons that expressed mRNA for the excitatory vesicular glutamate 

transporter 1 (vGluT1) and GABAergic neurons that expressed mRNA for GABA 

transporter 1 (GAT1), in a well-defined area of the cortex. For this, vGluT1+mRNA and 

GAT1+ mRNA cells in PCx layers I-VI were counted (Figure 7 a, b) and their densities 

(number of cells/ area) in AD compared to controls. Densities of vGluT1+mRNA cells were 

not different between groups (p = 0.6, Wilcoxon test) (Figure 7 c). In contrast, densities of 

GAT1+ mRNA cells were significantly reduced in AD (p = 0.015; Figure 7 c). Comparing 

the ratios of vGluT1 to GAT1 expressing cells for each case demonstrated a marked 

increase in this cellular E/I ratio in the AD group (p = 0.0026; Figure 7 d). Importantly, the 

DLG4/GPHN ratio that represent postsynaptic elements (Figure 6 b) was linearly correlated 

with the E/I cell ratio, and the correlation was driven by changes in the AD group. These 

results support the conclusion that the synaptic changes in PSD-95 and GPNH in AD are 

among more widespread cellular changes including marked decreases in GABAergic 

neurons expressing GAT1 that contribute to the shift in E/I balance in the PCx of AD 

patients. 
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Figure 7. Marked reductions in GAT1 mRNA expressing cells in AD cases. a, Images showing 

colorimetric in situ hybridization for vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNAs in a control no dementia-

CERAD 0 case and a dementia-CERAD 3 AD case. Insets show labeled cells at higher 

magnification. Calibration bar, 750 µm; 375 µm for inset. b, Images showing examples of GAT1 

mRNA positive (+) cells that were identified and counted in the analyses; identified cells are 

overlaid with a small cyan dot. c, d, Quantification of vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNA expressing cells 

in parietal cortex per 10,000 µm2 (plots show median values, 25th and 75th percentiles, and 

minimum and maximum range). GAT1 expressing cells were reduced in the AD dementia-

CERAD 3 group (n = 8) versus the control, no dementia-CERAD 0 group (n = 7). P values are 

from the Wilcoxon Test. e, vGluT1/GAT1 ratios for the same subjects. The cellular E/I ratio was 

significantly elevated in the AD group versus controls (**p < 0.01). f, Linear correlation between 

the cellular (vGluT1/GAT1) and transcriptional (DGL4/GPHN) expression E/I ratios for cases 

with both data sets; AD cases, cyan; control cases, black. Copied with permission from 129 . 
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Neuronal, synaptic and electrophysiological Excitatory to 

Inhibitory imbalance associates with loss of cognitive performances in 

Alzheimer’s disease individuals  

We determined the E/I ratio across different layers of complexity in the postmortem 

human TCx and hippocampus from non-demented controls, MCI and AD subjects. TCx 

and hippocampus are areas early affected by AD, are among the most studied in AD 

research and their level of hyperactivity correlate with the decline of cognitive performance 

in subjects at risk of AD 119. We found convergent evidence of cortical pro-excitatory 

changes, driven by loss of GABAergic synapses and neurons, that strongly correlate with 

overall and discrete metrics of cognitive performance in AD.  

DISCRETE ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL METRICS OF SYNAPTIC FUNCTION ARE 

CORRELATED WITH DISEASE SEVERITY. 

To test the hypothesis that hippocampus and TCx in AD are characterized by 

functional impairment of the synaptic E/I balance, we first prepared P2 fractions from 

hippocampi tissue of 8 cognitively normal subjects with no AD pathology (CTRL), 8 MCI 

and 8 AD subjects, as well as the TCx from 6 CTRL, 6 MCI and 6 AD subjects. Size-gated 

synaptosome-like particles were first counted by flow cytometry using specific antibodies 

against the postsynaptic densities PSD-95 for excitatory synapses and GPHN for inhibitory 

ones. Then, we performed MSM experiments to determine the eE/I ratio. As before, the 

eE/I ratio was defined as the maximum amplitude of AMPARs current divided by the peak 

amplitude of GABAARs current in the same microtransplanted cell (oocyte).  

We observed a significant reduction in the number of labeled and size-gated 

synaptosome like particles from the TCx of MCI and AD compared to the CTRL subjects 

in our synaptosome preparations (Figure 8), indicating an early synaptic loss in MCI driven 

by the loss of PSD-95 labeled synapses. Surprisingly, no differences in the hippocampus 

across diagnostic groups was observed (Figure 8).  
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Aliquotes from these preparations were used for MSM experiments. 

Microtransplanted oocytes effectively inserted human native membranes containing 

functional synaptic AMPARs and GABAARs (Figure 9). Although, oocytes 

microtransplanted with AD membranes had a more depolarized resting membrane potential 

compared to those injected with MCI samples, probably due to pore-forming oligomeric 

 

 

  
Figure 8. Reduction of the synaptosome counting in MCI and AD temporal cortex. a, e, 

representative flow cytometer plots of CTRL, MCI and AD pools of hippocampus (top) and TCx 

(bottom). We analyzed synaptosome particles using side scatter/forward scatter. Size-gate plots 

were build using size beads to include synaptosome size-like particles and excluding background 

particles. We further analyzed synaptosome size-like particles positive for PSD95 or GPHN antigen 

(as described in the methods section). b, f, Excitatory synaptosomes were significantly reduced in 

TCx of MCI and AD compare to CTRL (one-way ANOVA, F (2, 6) = 10.03, p = 0.01 followed by 

Dunnett multiple comparison test, MCI p = 0.01 , and AD p = 0.02 ). In hippocampus, MCI and AD 

did not show the same reduction compare to CTRL (one-way ANOVA, F (2, 6) = 6.28, p = 0.03 

followed by Dunnett multiple comparison test MCI p = 0.26 , AD p = 0.25), however, MCI was 

reduced compare AD (Tukey multiple comparison AD vs MCI p = 0.03).  c, g, Number of positive 

synaptosome for GPHN did not change among diagnosis groups in hippocampus (one-way 

ANOVA, F (2, 6) = 0.89, p = 0.46) and TCx (one-way ANOVA F (2, 6) = 2.32, p = 0.18). d, h, 

Overall, we observed a significant reduction in total number of synaptosomes in TCx of MCI and 

AD compared to the CTRL (one-way ANOVA F (2, 6) = 15.04, p = 0.005 followed by Dunnett's 

multiple comparisons test CTRL vs MCI p = 0.006; CTRL vs AD p = 0.005), but no differences in 

hippocampus across diagnostic groups (one-way ANOVA F (2, 6) = 2.57, p = 0.16). Whiskers 

represent standard errors. * indicates a p value < 0.05;  ** indicates a p value < 0.01. 
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A present in P2 fractions 120,121 (Figure 9), no statistically significant difference in the 

maximum amplitude of ion currents elicited by the activation of synaptic receptors was 

observed in both brain regions (Figure 9). Importantly, AMPARs and GABAARs currents 

from hippocampus and TCx were highly correlated indicating a strong regulation of the 

global E/I ratio (Figure 10). The eE/I ratio was not different across diagnosis in the 

hippocampus (Figure 9), but it was significantly higher in the TCx of AD subjects (Figure 

9). To explore the relationship between receptor function and overall cognitive 

performance we correlated first the amplitude of currents elicited by microtransplanted 

synaptic receptors with the score from MMSE (cognitive test briefly described in the 

chapter 1, it is commonly used as part of the evaluation for possible dementia)122. In the 

hippocampus, the higher the amplitude of GABAARs currents the better the cognitive 

performance was (Figure 11b). A similar association was observed for AMPARs currents 

(Figure 11c). In the TCx, neither GABAARs nor AMPARs currents correlated with the 

MMSE (Figure 11 f-g). We also correlated the eE/I ratio with MMSE scores. Whereas the 

hippocampal eE/I ratio had no correlation with MMSE (Figure 11 d), the eE/I ratio in the 

TCx was negatively associated with the MMSE (Figure 11 h). Interestingly, we also 

observed that the larger the abundance of neuritic plaques (CERAD) or tangles (Braak 

stage) in the TCx the larger the eE/I ratio (Figure 11 k-l), but not in the hippocampus 

(Figure 11 i-j). We further investigated whether the eE/I imbalance found in TCx, or the 

lack of it in hippocampus, was due to differences in the pharmacological affinity of 

synaptic receptors. Concentration-response curves for AMPARs and GABAARs currents 

did not show differences on their EC50 across groups in hippocampus (Figure 12 a,b) and 

TCx (Figure 12 c,d) indicating that the alterations of the eE/I ratio in the TCx of AD 

subjects was not due to changes in receptor affinity.
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Figure 9 Pro-excitatory perturbation of eE/I balance in TCx of AD subjects, but not in 

hippocampus. a, f, Representative electrophysiological responses from oocytes 

microtransplanted with human synaptic membranes from hippocampus or TCx, perfused with 

1mM GABA and 100 µM kainate, an agonist of AMPAR. b, g, Resting membrane potential 

(RMP) of oocytes microtransplanted with human membranes were different across diagnostic 

groups in hippocampus (one-way ANOVA F (2, 24) = 3.7091, p = 0.039) and TCx (one-way 

ANOVA F (2, 15) = 4.0846, p = 0.038). Multiple comparisons test shows that the RMP in 

oocytes with membranes from hippocampus and TCx were more depolarized in AD compared 

to MCI (hippocampus post-hoc Tukey p = 0.031; TCx post-hoc Tukey p = 0.039). c, h, AMPAR 

responses to kainate were not significantly different across diagnostic groups (hippocampus: 

one-way ANOVA - F (2, 24) = 1.7785, p = 0.19; TCx: one-way ANOVA - F (2, 15) = 0.45762, 

p = 0.64). Each point in the plot is the average of the maximum AMPAR responses to kainate 

per subject. d, i, GABAAR responses to GABA did not show differences within diagnostic 

groups (hippocampus: one-way ANOVA - F (2, 24) = 0.91111, p = 0.42; TCx: one-way 

ANOVA - F (2, 15) = 0.66370, p = 0.53). e, j, eE/I was increased in TCx (one-way ANOVA F 

(2, 15) = 4.5791, p = 0.028 followed by Dunnet’s test p = 0.022 and Tukey’s test p = 0.039) but 

no in hippocampus (one-way ANOVA F (2, 24) = 1.0913, p = 0.35). The eE/I balance was 

calculated from the near-simultaneous recording of maximum responses of AMPAR and 

GABAAR in every single oocyte. Each point is the average of at least 3 oocytes per subject, 

from 6 (hippocampus) or 5 (TCx) independent experiments. In the bar chart of c, d, h, and i, 

lines show standard error; in e, and j, the boxes extend from the 25th to 75th percentiles and 

the whiskers extend down to the minimum and up to the maximum value. 
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Figure 10 Global synaptic excitatory and inhibitory ratio is highly stable within the same 

brain area. Microtransplanted oocytes with a, hippocampus or b, TCx synaptosome fractions 

from CTRL (black), MCI (magenta) and AD (aqua) subjects, were tested with 1mM GABA and 

100µM kainate  eliciting GABAAR and AMPAR currents, respectively. GABAAR and AMPAR 

currents correlate suggesting that electrophysiological synaptic E/I balance is stable within the 

same area of the brain.  

 

 
Figure 11. Pearson’s correlations between synaptic receptors currents, E/I ratio, oocytes’ 

resting membrane potential and MMSE scores in each diagnostic group in hippocampus 

and MTC. a, e, Resting membrane potential negatively correlates with MMSE in TCx, but not 

in hippocampus. In hippocampus, the higher the amplitude of GABAAR current the better was 

the cognitive performance of the subject (MMSE) (b). A similar trend was observed for AMPAR 

currents (c). In the TCx neither GABAAR nor AMPAR currents correlated with the MMSE (f, 

g). Whereas the eE/I ratio had no correlation with MMSE in the hippocampus (d), there was an 

association between the eE/I ratio and MMSE in the TCx (h). i-l, eE/I ratio (AMPA/GABA). 

Whereas the eE/I ratio had no correlation with MMSE in the hippocampus, there was an 

association between the eE/I ratio and MMSE in the TCx.  
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Figure 12 Preservation of synaptic receptor affinity in TCx and hippocampus. a, c, Left 

panels, representative recording of currents elicited by different concentrations of kainate (from 

100nM to 3mM) on microtransplanted oocytes with a pool of synaptosome fraction from 

hippocampus and TCx of CTRL (hippocampus = 8; TCx = 6), MCI (hippocampus = 8; TCx = 

6) and AD (hippocampus = 11; TCx = 6) subjects. a, c, central panels, kainate activating 

AMPAR dose–current response relationships, (hippocampus = 5 and TCx = 5 oocytes). a, c, 

right panels, EC50 obtained from AMPAR dose-response did not show differences in both 

hippocampus (one-way ANOVA F (2, 12) = 1.1578, p = 0.35) and TCx (one-way ANOVA F 

(2, 12) = 0.63501, p = 0.55). b, d, left panels, currents elicited by different concentrations of 

GABA (from 100nM to 3mM) on microtransplanted oocytes with a pool of synaptosome 

fraction from hippocampus and TCx of CTRL (hippocampus = 8; TCx = 6), MCI (hippocampus 

= 8; TCx = 6) and AD (hippocampus = 11; TCx = 6) subjects. b, d, central panels, GABA 

activating GABAAR dose–current response relationships, (hippocampus = 4 and TCx = 4 

oocytes). b, d, right panels, EC50 obtained from GABAAR dose-response did not show 

differences in both hippocampus (one-way ANOVA F (2, 9) = 0.37050, p = 0.70) and TCx 

(one-way ANOVA F (2, 9) = 1.2239, p = 0.34). For all figures, the oocyte membrane potential 

was held at −80 mV. Data were collected from two independent experiments and all values 

were normalized to the maximum. Whiskers from each dose point represent standard 

deviations.  
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY-ANCHORED ANALYSIS OF THE SYNAPTOPROTEOME AND 

ITS CORRELATION WITH SYNAPTIC RECEPTOR ACTIVITY, NEUROPATHOLOGY AND 

COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE   

To investigate alternative causes for the increased eE/I ratio in the TCx, we 

evaluated the abundance of proteins in the TCx synaptosome preparations using nanoflow 

liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (nanoLC-MS/MS). We found a total of 

2900 proteins from which 96% (2788 proteins) were expressed by the three groups. We 

first focused on proteins for the subunits composing the pore of AMPARs and GABAARs 

present in our preparations. Since subunits for these receptors were part of the heteromeric 

receptors present in vivo, and they have strong complementary relationships among 

members of their own family 123,124, we analyzed whether the sum of all AMPAR subunits 

(AMPARs) correlated with the sum of all GABAAR subunits (GABAARs) and whether 

there were differences across groups. As expected from our electrophysiological results, 

AMPARs and GABAARs were strongly correlated (Figure 13 a); however, no 

differences in their abundance, or their ratio (Figure 13 d) were found across groups.  No 

differences were also observed for the synaptic scaffolds PSD-95 or GPHN or the 

proteomic ratio (pE/I ratio) defined as PSD-95/GPHN (Figure 13 e). Notably, the 

abundance of AMPAR subunits correlated with the electrophysiological amplitude of 

AMPARs currents and PSD-95 (Figure 13 f); however, the abundance of GABAAR 

subunits did not correlate with the amplitude of GABAARs responses or GPHN (Figure 13 

g). The loss of correlation between the protein and function of inhibitory GABAARs drives 

the dissociation between the eE/I ratio and the pE/I ratio (Figure 13 b). Because the 

electrophysiological function of AMPARs and GABAARs is strongly modulated by 

auxiliary proteins we further screened for proteins correlated (p < 0.05) with the amplitude 

of the currents elicited by these receptors 125. We found 495 proteins positively correlated 

with electrophysiological responses from AMPARs, 201 with GABAARs, and 113 with 

both. The collective of these proteins was found to be part of GO modules representing 

pre- and post-synapses, synaptic signaling, dendrite and mitochondrial structures, 

indicating its role in the sustenance of synaptic function. In addition, some of the proteins 

known to be associated with AMPAR or GABAAR post-synaptic density complexes 126,127 
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positively correlated with MMSE scores and negatively with metrics of neuropathology 

(Figure 14) linking synaptic function and cognitive performance. We also observed a 

subset of 197 proteins that correlated positively with neuropathology severity and 

negatively with MMSE scores; 15% of these proteins also negatively correlated with the 

amplitude of AMPAR or GABAARs (e. g. TJP1) suggesting a negative impact for synaptic 

function. Notably, the larger the amount of A precursor protein (APP) and total tau in the 

synaptosomes the larger the eE/I ratio (Figure 14 b), and the larger the eE/I ratio the more 

variable and lower the MMSE scores (Figure 14 b). An unbiased hierarchical cluster 

analysis of all these data showed two major branches, one related with the sustenance of 

synaptic function and formed by proteins positively correlated with the 

electrophysiological function of synaptic receptors, lower neuropathology and better 

cognitive performance, and a second one related to synaptic toxicity, formed by proteins 

negatively correlated with synaptic receptor currents, with higher neuropathology and 

worse cognitive performance. Further GO analysis showed that 40 proteins common to all 

elements of the sustenance of synaptic function cluster are enriched in proteins related to 

mitochondrial matrix and complexes, and inorganic cation transmembrane transporter 

activity; and 30 proteins in the synaptic toxicity cluster are enriched in proteins related with 

nucleosome, cadherin binding and activation of innate immune response. Taken all 

together these results indicate that neuropathological changes and cognitive performance, 

as measured by MMSE, is a continuum, and alterations of the eE/I ratio have direct 

relationship with worsening of cognitive performance.
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Figure 13 Proteomic analysis of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic receptors and markers. 
a, Sum of all AMPAR subunits (ΣAMPARs) and sum of all GABA

A
R subunits (ΣGABA

A
Rs) 

showed significant correlation (Pearson’s correlation R
2 

= 0.5776, p = 0.0006). b, c, No 

Correlation between the eE/I ratio with pE/I ratio (synaptic scaffold excitatory, PSD95; and 

inhibitory, GPHN) and with ΣAMPARs/ΣGABAARs. d, e, Synaptic receptors (AMPAR, 

GABA
A
R) and synaptic markers (PSD95, GPHN) abundance and their ratios were similar 

within diagnostic groups. f, Notably, the abundance of AMPAR subunits correlated with the 

electrophysiological amplitude of AMPARs currents, g, but not for GABA
A
R subunits with the 

amplitude of GABA
A
Rs responses or GPHN.  
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Figure 14 eE/I ratio correlates with severity of the pathology. a, Synaptic proteome profile 

reveals inhibitory and excitatory post-synaptic density proteins (iPSD, ePSD) correlating with 

MMSE and severity of AD pathology (Tangle score, CERAD) from CTRL (4+1pool), MCI (6) 

and AD (5) subjects. b, Pro-excitatory shift of the electrophysiological eE/I ratio associate with 

loss of cognitive performance and increase APP abundance, and strongly correlates with 

CERAD, tangles and tau levels. c, Metascape enrichment analysis of synaptic proteomic data 

correlating positively (+) or negatively (-) with MMSE (M), Tangle score (T), CERAD (C), 

eAMPA (A), eGABA (G), eE/I ratio (GO terms), spontaneously forms 2 separated clusters: 

AG+TC-M+ and AG-TC+M- eE/Iratio+, with eE/I ratio- not clearly included in one of the 2 

clusters. d, Venn diagram showed 509 synaptic proteins correlating with at least one of the 

following variables: MMSE, tangles, and CERAD. Proteins correlating with 

MMSE(+)/Tangles(-)/CERAD(-) and MMSE(-)/Tangles(+)/CERAD(+) showed 2 independent 

clusters. Genes correlating with all the three variables from the left cluster are involved with 

mitochondrial processes and clathrin-dependent endocytosis; from the right cluster with P38 

MK2 pathway, focal adhesion and cadherin binding. e, Venn diagram similarly as shown in d, 

but including eAMPA, eGABA and their ratio.  
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PRO-EXCITATORY SHIFT OF TRANSCRIPTIONAL SYNAPTIC EXCITATORY TO 

INHIBITORY RATIO IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE   

We hypothesized that the imbalance of the synaptic E/I ratio in the TCx observed 

at the electrophysiological level in AD may be also observed at the mRNA level. Therefore, 

we used publicly available RNAseq dataset from the ADTBI study 128 to analyze the 

transcriptional E/I ratio (tE/I ratio) defined as the level of mRNA for PSD-95 (DLG4) over 

the level of mRNA for GPHN as we did for the PCx  129. This analysis was done using 

hippocampi and TCx from non-demented controls with no pathology (n = 8) and AD 

subjects with tau pathology and abundant neuritic plaques (n = 12). Notably, in 

hippocampus and TCx the expression levels of inhibitory markers GPHN was significantly 

decreased (Figure 15 a) in AD subjects. On the contrary, expression levels of DLG4 in AD 

subjects were very similar to CTRL (Figure 15 a) in hippocampus and TCx. In both brain 

regions, the tE/I ratio showed a trend toward pro-excitatory changes in AD. To explore 

which genes had a potential effect on the tE/I ratio, we screened the whole gene expression 

dataset. We found more than 20 times more genes correlating with tE/I ratio in TCx 

compared with hippocampus (cutoff p = 0.001). In the TCx, 983 genes in CTRL and 1040 

genes in AD were correlated with the tE/I ratio (Figure 15 b). Gene ontology analyses 

showed that those genes expressed proteins located at the postsynaptic region. 

Interestingly, genes related with tE/I ratio in AD were part of mRNAs codifying for 

proteins within, and adjacent to, the postsynaptic membrane: neurotransmitter receptors 

and the proteins that spatially and functionally organize them such as anchoring and 

scaffolding molecules. Hippocampus, showed only 36 genes for CTRL and 45 for AD 

correlated with the tE/I ratio, indicating a highly heterogenous and variable region across 

subjects. GO analysis was only possible to perform in AD. In CTRL, due the low number 

of correlated genes, the analysis did not find enrichment terms (Figure 15 b). 
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Figure 15. Transcriptomic reduction of inhibitory synaptic markers in AD, drives a shift of 

synaptic E/I balance toward a pro-excitatory trend. a, RNA-Seq datasets from the Aging, 

Dementia and Traumatic Brain Injury study (ADTBI) shows a differential alteration in gene 

expression of excitatory (DLG4) and inhibitory (GPHN) postsynaptic density proteins in 

hippocampus and TCx of CTRL and AD (n = 8 cognitive healthy controls, CERAD = 0 and 12 

subjects with a DSM-IV clinical diagnosis of dementia of the AD disease type and AD pathology 

CERAD = 3). Levels of GPHN mRNA were significantly decreased in AD subjects, both in 

hippocampus (F (1, 18) = 10.95, p = 0.0042) and TCx (F (1, 18) = 7.06, p = 0.0166). No changes 

were found in DLG4 expression levels in AD subjects in hippocampus (F (1, 18) = 0.006, p = 

0.9376) and TCx (F (1,18) = 0.3054, p = 0.5877). In both brain regions, the tE/I ratio showed a 

trend toward pro-excitatory changes in AD (hippocampus: F (1, 18) = 3.63, p = 0.0739; TCX: F 

(1, 18) = 3.5909, p = 0.0752). Transcriptional synaptic tE/I ratio presents a trend of a shift toward 

pro-excitatory changes driven by the loss of inhibitory synaptic marker. b, Clusters of the gene 

ontology (GO) analysis reveals the cellular localization of genes positively correlated (threshold 

p = 0.001) with the tE/I ratio. TCx tE/I ratio correlates with genes expressed in the post-synaptic 

compartment in CTRL (985 genes) and AD (1042 genes). Hippocampus showed less genes 

correlating with tE/I balance (CTRL 38 genes; AD 45 genes). Response screening for CTRL was 

not sufficient powered to run the analysis due to the low number of genes. In AD, tE/I ratio was 

less representative of synaptic then TCx. Boxes extend from the 25th to 75th percentiles and the 

whiskers extend to 1.5*IQR (points behind the whiskers are considered outliers).  
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PRO-EXCITATORY SHIFT OF CELLULAR EXCITATORY TO INHIBITORY RATIO IN 

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE   

From the same Allen cohort, we used publicly available in situ hybridization image 

data from the ADTBI study 128, the numbers of glutamatergic neurons that expressed 

mRNA for the excitatory vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (vGluT1+mRNA) and 

GABAergic neurons that expressed mRNA for GABA transporter 1 (GAT1+ mRNA) were 

quantified for several subfields of hippocampus and TCx layers I-VI and (Figure 16 a). For 

these analyses, vGluT1+mRNA and GAT1+mRNA cells were counted in defined sample fields 

and their densities (number of cells/ area) compared between the AD and control groups. 

For measures of cellular E/I (cE/I) within hippocampus, several laminae were analyzed for 

either vGluT1+mRNA or GAT1+ mRNA cells and regional analyses were combined. Thus, 

excitatory vGluT1+ mRNA  cells were counted in sample fields of CA3 stratum pyramidale 

and in the dentate hilar region referred to as CA4 , and inhibitory GAT1+mRNA cells were 

counted in CA3 stratum pyramidale, CA3 apical dendritic field, and the dentate gyrus 

molecular layer (Figure 16 a), and for each marker the counts across all sample fields were 

then averaged per case; this sampling strategy was used to access changes in the two cell 

types because inhibitory cells are more widely distributed across hippocampal subfields 

whereas excitatory cells are concentrated in specific laminae. Densities of vGluT1+ mRNA 

cells were not different between groups (p = 0.4403, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test), 

whereas densities of GAT1+mRNA cells were significantly reduced in AD (p = 0.0006, two-

tailed unpaired Student’s t-test; Figure 16 b, C). Comparing the numbers of hippocampal 

vGluT1 to GAT1 expressing cells for each case demonstrated a marked increase in the 

cellular E/I ratio in the AD group (p = 0.0087, two-tailed unpaired Mann Whitney test; 

Figure 16 d-f). In TCx where both mRNAs were assessed within the same matched sample 

field (Figure 16 g), densities of vGluT1+ mRNA cells were not different between groups (p 

= 0.2188, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test), whereas densities of GAT1+mRNA cells were 

significantly reduced in AD (p = 0.0291, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test; Figure 16 h, 

i). Thus, like hippocampus, comparing the numbers of vGluT1 to GAT1 expressing cells 

in the cortical field for each case demonstrated a marked increase in the cellular E/I ratio 

in the AD group (p = 0.007, two-tailed unpaired Mann Whitney test; Figure 16 j, l). Overall, 
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these results support the conclusion that there are marked wide-spread decreases in 

GABAergic neurons that contribute to the increase in E/I ratio in AD brain. 

 

PRO-EXCITATORY SHIFT OF CELLULAR AND TRANSCRIPTIONAL SYNAPTIC 

EXCITATORY TO INHIBITORY RATIOS IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE CORRELATES WITH 

LOSS OF COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE INDIVIDUALS 

To corroborate our findings we test whether cellular and transcriptional synaptic 

E/I ratios calculated in the 8 CTRL and 12 AD individuals were correlated with cognitive 

impairment of the individuals as measured by the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument 

(CASI) which is based on Item Response Theory 35. We decided to include also PCx  in 

the analysis, that we previously studied129, but we did not have cognitive scores of the 

subjects at the moment of the publication of the manuscript. In all the three brain regions 

(hippocampus, TCx, PCx), we observed that the higher the pro-excitatory shift of the tE/I 

and cE/I ratios were the more impaired the cognitive performance of the individuals was 

(Figure 17 a-f), especially memory. To avoid population bias effect, we also re-analyzed  

the tE/I ratio for 86 subjects available in the cohort from ACT study (demented individuals 

due to vascular, medical, multiple etiology or unknown causes were excluded). This data 

confirmed that the increase of the tE/I ratio in cortical areas is associated with loss of 

cognition (Figure 17 g-l). In contrast, in hippocampus the lower the inhibitory and 

excitatory synaptic markers levels the lower the cognitive score for that subject. 
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Figure 16. Marked reductions in GAT1 mRNA expressing cells in AD cases with dementia. 

a, Images showing in situ hybridization for vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNAs in TCx of a CTRL no 

dementia-CERAD 0 case and a dementia-CERAD 3 AD case. Box shows region that is presented 

at higher magnification (below). Calibration bars, 500 µm for top images; 200 µm for bottom 

images. b, c, Quantification of vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNA expressing cells in TCx per 100,000 

µm2. GAT1 expressing cells were reduced in the AD group (n = 7) versus the CTRL group (n = 

7) (*p = 0.2188, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test). 
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d-f, plots show the relative density of vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNA expressing cells for each 

CTRL d, and AD e, case, and the E/I ratio of the two measures for each case f. The cellular cE/I 

ratio in TCx was significantly elevated in the AD group versus CTRL (**p = 0.007, two-tailed 

unpaired Mann Whitney test). Data shown are based on a 30 µm2 size threshold; separate 

analyses using 10 and 20 µm2 size threshold yielded similar results. g, Images showing in situ 

hybridization for vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNAs in several hippocampal subfields targeted for 

analyses from CTRL no dementia-CERAD 0 and dementia-CERAD 3 AD cases. Calibration 

bars, 100 µm. h, i, Quantification of vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNA expressing cells per 100,000 

µm2. For vGluT1, measures from CA3 stratum pyramidale and CA4 were averaged, and for 

GAT1, measures from CA3 stratum pyramidale, CA3 apical dendritic field, and the dentate 

gyrus molecular layer were averaged (see Methods). GAT1 expressing cells were reduced in 

the AD group (n = 5) versus the CTRL group (n = 6) (***p = 0.0006, two-tailed unpaired 

Student’s t-test). j-l, plots show the relative density of vGluT1 and GAT1 mRNA expressing 

cells for each control J. and AD k, case, and the E/I ratio of the two measures for each case l, 

The cE/I ratio in hippocampus was significantly elevated in the AD group versus controls (**p 

= 0.0087, two-tailed unpaired Mann Whitney test). In panels f, and l, blots show median values, 

25th and 75th percentiles, and minimum and maximum range. In panels b, c, h, and i, whiskers 

represent standard errors.  
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 Figure 17. E/I balance in hippocampus, TCx, and PCx correlate with cognitive 

performance of the subjects. a-c, Multivariate analysis showing correlation maps for cognitive 

assessment scores of CTRL (8) and AD (12) subjects with cellular and synaptic excitatory 

markers, inhibitory markers, and their ratio (* = Pearson’s correlation p-value < 0.05) from 

hippocampus, TCx and PCx. The subjects were scored with Cognitive Abilities Screening 

Instrument co-calibrated using item response theory (Casi_irt), memory (mem), executive 

function (exf), language (lan) and visual space (vsp). d, hippocampus, e, TCx and f, PCx showed 

cellular cE/I and tE/I ratios correlation with memory performance of the subjects (p values from 

Pearson’s correlations). CTRL subjects are represented with black dots, AD with aqua dots. g-i, 

Pearson’s correlation matrix showing cognitive assessments of 86 subjects (56 No demented, 30 

demented AD’s type), and RNA-seq data of synaptic excitatory (DLG4) and inhibitory (GPHN) 

markers and their ratio. g, Hippocampus (75), h, TCx (79) or i, PCx (74). j, In hippocampus, 

memory loss showed significative correlation with reduction of inhibitory synaptic markers, and 

a trend with loss of excitatory synaptic markers.  k, l, Cortical regions showed that memory loss 

better correlates with tE/I ratios increase.  
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS 

Increased functional Excitatory to Inhibitory synaptic ratio in 

parietal cortex of Alzheimer’s disease subjects  

CASES AND TISSUE SAMPLES. 

AD and DS PCx tissue was provided by the UCI Institute for Memory Impairments 

and Neurological Disorders through the UCI-Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center 

(ADRC). Control tissue was provided by the NINDS/NIMH sponsored Human Brain and 

Spinal Fluid Resource Center at the VA West Los Angeles Healthcare Center, Los Angeles, 

CA. All cases were de-identified and coded by the source tissue banks. For the present 

studies, the samples were recoded and processed for all analyses with the experimenter 

blind to subject and group.  The study was reviewed by the Institutional Review Boards of 

the University of California at Irvine and the University of Texas Medical Branch and 

categorized as a non-human subject study. 

 

Postmortem human PCx tissue blocks, that included a well-defined sulcus with 

portions of gyri present on both sides, were obtained from 5 controls, 5 AD cases and 6 DS 

cases, with both males and females included in the analyses. While effort was made to 

match age and postmortem interval (PMI) as closely as possible, the control group 

contained longer PMIs; in preliminary studies PMIs up to ~25 h did not significantly affect 

FDT- or MSM- based synapse measures, consistent with earlier work 100 and with our study 

evaluating the effects of postmortem interval on synaptic metrics. All DS and AD cases 

underwent formal neuropathological evaluation in the ADRC Neuropathology Core and 

demonstrated Braak stage VI neurofibrillary degeneration 130 and Consortium to Establish 

a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) as frequent in cerebral cortex neuritic plaque 

density 19. Functional levels of independence were comparable between the two groups as 

determined by the modified version of the Bristol Activities of Daily Living Scale 

(mBADLS) that was collected within the last 1-2 years of life 131 . In addition, in a recent 
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study Western blotting and antibodies to AT8 were used to assess the levels of 

hyperphosphorylated (p)-tau in tissue sections obtained from the same tissue blocks used 

here 132. Those data are presented here again for each sample in order to directly compare 

a hallmark of AD pathology with measures of excitation and inhibition for each case. 

 

For both FDT and MSM analyses, each fresh-frozen tissue block was cut on a 

cryostat at 20 µm perpendicular to the tissue surface and sections were collected. For FDT, 

sections were slide-mounted, methanol-fixed, and stored at -20°C prior to processing for 

double-labeling immunofluorescence. For MSM analyses, a single tissue section was 

collected into a microcentrifuge tube and stored at -80°C until processed as described 

below. 

 

FLUORESCENCE DECONVOLUTION TOMOGRAPHY  

 Tissue sections were processed for double-labeling immunofluorescence as 

described 133, using antisera directed against the excitatory synapse scaffold protein PSD-

95 to label excitatory synapse postsynaptic densities (PSDs) 134 in combination with 

 

DIAGNOSIS N AGE SEX PMI (H) AD 

PATHOLOGY 

M-BADLS 

CONTROL 5 57.2  4.9 4M/1F 15.4  4*   

AD 5 57.8  2.2  2M/3F 3.8  1 Stages VI/C 27.4  13.7  

DS 6 56.3  3.5  3M/3F 4.1  1  Stages VI/C 33.2  9.3 

 

Table 1. Summary of demographics, pathology, and cognitive skills for study groups. Values for 

age, postmortem interval (PMI), and the modified version of the Bristol Activities of Daily Living Scale 

(mBADLS) are mean  SD. ANOVA test showed significant difference (*) of PMI of CTRL compared 

to the two pathological groups (p < 0.05). See text for further details. Copied with permission from129. 
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antisera directed against the inhibitory synaptic marker GPHN as previously described 

135,136. Antibodies used were mouse anti-PSD-95 (1:1000; Thermo Scientific, #MA1-045) 

and rabbit anti-GPHN (1:1000; Abcam, ab32206), with species-specific Alexafluor488 and 

Alexafluor594 conjugated secondary antibodies (1:1000 each; Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

for visualization. For FDT, image z-stacks of layer 1 and layer 2 PCx were collected using 

a 1.4 NA 63X objective through a depth of 2 µm with 0.2 µm steps using a Leica DM6000 

epifluorescence microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER digital camera; the 

sample field size for each cortical layer measured 42,840 µm3. Both layers 1 and 2 were 

assessed for analyses because depth placement of the sample field, relative to the cortical 

surface, could be reliably replicated, and to compare a relatively cell sparse versus cell 

dense layer. Numbers of immunolabeled synapses in the two layers ranged from 25,000-

30,000 per stack. For each layer, 10-12 image stacks from three sections per brain were 

taken from within the sulcus of each sample, and then processed for iterative deconvolution 

using Volocity 4.1 (Perkin Elmer). Deconvolved images were analyzed using in-house 

software to quantify all labeled puncta within the size constraints of synapses as previously 

described 133,135–137. Background staining variations in the deconvolved images were 

normalized to 30% of maximum background intensity using a Gaussian filter, and object 

recognition and measurements of immunolabeled puncta were automated using in-house 

software built using Matlab R2007, Perl, and C that allows for detailed analysis of objects 

reconstructed in 3D. Pixel values (8-bit) for each image were multiply binarized using a 

fixed-interval intensity threshold series followed by erosion and dilation filtering to reliably 

detect edges of both faintly and densely labeled structures. Object area and eccentricity 

criteria were then applied to eliminate elements, including lipofuscin granules, that do not 

fit the size and shape range of synaptic structures from the quantification. Counts of 

immunolabeled objects were averaged across sections to produce mean values per subject. 

Statistical comparisons to identify the effect of group used a one-way ANOVA followed 

by Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison test for post-hoc paired comparisons (GraphPad 

Prism, Version 5.0). If variances across groups were not equal, as determined by Bartlett’s 

test, then the Welch ANOVA or nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used followed by 

Dunn’s Multiple Comparison test. In other comparisons, repeated-measures ANOVA was 

used followed by Student Newman Keuls post-hoc test. In all cases, p < 0.05 was 
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considered significant. Pearson product-moment was used for all the linear correlations 

using JMP version 14 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). 

 

MICROTRANSPLANTATION OF SYNAPTIC MEMBRANES AND FLOW CYTOMETRY.  

Membrane preparations were isolated from a single 20 µm slice of frozen PCx from 

each brain donor using Syn-PER method (Thermo Fisher Scientific); on average, the tissue 

blocks ranged in size from ~25-35 mm (length) by 15-20 mm (width). Briefly, a tissue slice 

was placed in an Eppendorf tube and stored at -70o C until processed. To make synaptic 

membranes, each slice was suspended in 500 µl of Syn-PER extraction reagent, transferred 

to 2 mL glass/Teflon Dounce and stroked slowly for 15 times. The homogenate was then 

transferred to 1.5 mL Eppendorf and centrifuged at 1200 g (4° C) for 10 min. The 

supernatant (S1) was transferred to a new Eppendorf and centrifuged at 15,000 g for 20 

min. The pellet enriched in synaptosomes (P2) was resuspended in 15 µL of Syn-Per 

solution, aliquoted and stored at -80° C until further use for electrophysiology experiments.  

The amount of protein was determined using the Qubit protein assay reagent kit (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). Numbers of particles within the size of synaptosomes were counted as 

described previously 138–140, using appropriate size standards (Spherotech, Inc), in a Guava 

EasyCyte flow cytometer (EMD Millipore) and analyzed using Incyte software (EMD 

Millipore). Synaptosomes were sonicated in iced-water 3 times for 5 seconds, at 1 min 

intervals between sonications, to create small proteoliposomes that can fuse to the oocytes' 

extracellular membrane. One day before electrophysiological recordings the synaptic 

membranes were injected into stage V-VI Xenopus laevis oocytes using protocols 

previously published for cellular membranes83,100,141. Each oocyte was injected with 50 nL 

of synaptic proteoliposomes (2 mg/mL protein concentration). 
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDINGS 

 Ion currents elicited by agonist perfusion were recorded by the two-electrode 

voltage clamp (TEVC) method between 18-36 h post injection 83. Microelectrodes were 

filled with 3 M KCl and resistance of the microelectrodes ranged from 0.5–3.0 MΩ. 

Piercing and recording took place in a chamber (volume ≈0.1 ml) continuously perfused (6 

ml/min) with Ringer’s solution [115 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl2, 5 mM Hepes 

(pH 7.4)] at room temperature (19–21°C). Oocytes were voltage clamped to −80 mV. Ion 

currents were recorded and stored with WinEDR ver 2.3.8 Strathclyde Electrophysiology 

Software (John Dempster, Glasgow, United Kingdom). Kainic acid, s-AMPA were 

purchased from Tocris (Minneapolis, MN). All other reagents were from Sigma (St. Louis. 

MO). Working solutions were made by diluting stock solutions in Ringer’s solution. A 

total of 7 frogs were used for MSM experiments. For all measures, for each subject, 

electrophysiological recordings were done at least in triplicate (three oocytes) in batches 

of oocytes from 2-4 different frogs, balancing the groups for equal number of subjects in 

each experimental run. Statistical comparisons to identify the effect of diagnosis used the 

mean of each metric, for each subject, as experimental unit in a one-way ANOVA, 

followed by post-hoc Dunnett’s multiple comparisons versus control test (JMP, version 

14). If variances across groups were not equal, then the Welch ANOVA or nonparametric 

Kruskal-Wallis test was used followed by Dunn’s comparison vs control test. As a matter 

of confirmation, we also implemented a nested ANOVA with random effects mixed model, 

wherein the subjects were nested within diagnosis, and subject was tested as a random 

effect using the expected mean squares method. In all cases, p < 0.05 was considered 

significant.  Pearson product-moment was used for linear correlations, and Spearman’s 

rank for non-parametric correlations, using JMP version 14. 
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Neuronal, synaptic and electrophysiological Excitatory to 

Inhibitory imbalance associates with loss of cognitive performances in 

Alzheimer’s Disease individuals  

HUMAN TISSUE 

The UCI Institute for Memory Impairments and Neurological Disorders through 

the UCI-Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (ADRC) provided hippocampi and medial 

temporal cortices from CTRL, MCI and AD subjects. All cases were de-identified and 

coded by the source tissue banks. For the present studies, the samples were recoded and 

processed for all analyses with the experimenter blind to subject and group. The study was 

reviewed by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of California at Irvine and 

the University of Texas Medical Branch and categorized as a non-human subject study. All 

brains were processed within a post-mortem interval (PMI) of 6.17 h. 

 

OOCYTES EXTRACTION AND ISOLATION 

Oocytes from Xenopus Laevis were used to perform MSM as previously reported 

125,129. Frogs were anesthetized in a bath containing 0.17% tricaine for 10–15 min before 

extracting the ovaries; following procedures in accordance with the National Institutes of 

Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals at the University of Texas 

Medical Branch at Galveston (IACUC:1803024). To remove the follicular layer, oocytes 

were incubated for 4.5h at 31°C with 0.2% collagenase type I in Barth’s solution [88 mM 

NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 0.41 mM CaCl2, 0.82 mM MgSO4, 2.4 mM NaHCO3, 5 mM HEPES (pH 

7.4)]. Finally, the oocytes were washed using Barth’s solution. Healthy spherical oocytes 

with no signs of tear, and developmental stages V-VI, were selected for MSM experiments. 
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SYNAPTOSOMAL FRACTION (P2) PREPARATION 

Described in Chapter 3 “Microtransplantation of synaptic membranes and flow 

cytometry” 

P2 IMMUNOSTAINING AND FLOW CYTOMETRY  

P2 fraction pools for each group and brain region were removed from -80°C freezer 

and gradually thawed in ice for 20 min. Then, 1 µL of the P2 fraction was transferred in a 

new Eppendorf tube containing 200 µL of 4 % paraformaldehyde pH 7.4 (PFA) and 

incubated for 1h at 4°C. Within the incubation, after 30 min, the samples were gently mixed 

by pipetting up and down 3 times and replaced at 4°C for the remaining 30min. PBS (400 

L) (Thermo scientific cat#TA125PB) was added and the samples were centrifuged for 8 

min at 5000 g to pellet the P2 fraction. The P2 fraction was resuspended in 150 μl 

permeabilization buffer (PBS + Tween20 0.3%), incubated 20 min at 32°C and centrifuged 

8min at 5000g. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was resuspended with 40µL 

of blocking solution (PBS + FBS 2%) and incubated with post-synaptic antibody overnight.  

Anti-PSD-95(1:80, Novus-NB300-556AF647) or Anti-GPHN (1:100, Abcam-Ab32206) 

were used to label post-synaptic densities. GPHN required an additional 1h incubation with 

secondary antibody (1:400, Invitrogen-A11008). After washing with PBS to eliminate no-

specific binding, flow cytometry analysis was performed on P2 fractions using Guava 3.3 

soft. and Guava EasyCyte flow cytometer (EMD Millipore). A size gate based on forward 

and side scatters were built using size beads (Spherotech Inc.).  P2 samples were diluted 

1:500 in PBS and then loaded into the flow cytometer. The instrument was set to count 

5000 events within the main gate. To each particle within the synaptosome gate was 

assigned a value of fluorescence intensity: red (PSD-95) or green (GPHN) fluorescence. 

MICROTRANSPLANTATION OF SYNAPTIC MEMBRANES 

MSM was performed as described in Chapter 3, “microtransplantation of synaptic 

membranes and flow cytometry”  
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TRANSCRIPTOME ANALYSIS  

To estimate the transcriptional E/I (tE/I) ratio in hippocampus and TCx, publicly 

available RNA-seq data from ADTBI study were analyzed [27]. The dataset was 

downloaded from the website (http://aging.brain-map.org/download/index). Analysis was 

restricted to 20 subjects that matched Control and AD parameters based on manual of 

mental disorders IV (DSM-IV) and CERAD score. Eight cognitively intact subjects (no 

dementia, CERAD = 0), 5 males and 3 females age included between 78 and 100 years old; 

and 12 demented AD-type subjects showed neuropathological hallmarks of AD (DSM-IV 

clinical diagnosis Alzheimer’s disease and CERAD = 3), 6 males and 6 females age 

matched with the control group.  We analyzed transcriptome from hippocampus and TCx 

of 20 subjects (8 CTRL and 12 AD). The tE/I ratio for each subject was calculated based 

on their ratio of the fragments per kilobase of transcript per mapped (FPKM) reads for 

PSD-95 transcript DLG4 to GPHN mRNA, and then the effects of age, sex, and PMI on 

this measure. The RNA-seq dataset was screened to find genes correlating with 

DLG4/GHPN ratio (cut-off = 0.001). Gene Ontology analysis was performed on those 

genes to find their cellular localization. 

 

IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION ANALYSES 

Full-size, high-resolution images of colorimetric in situ hybridization (ISH) for 

vGluT1 (SLC17A7) and GAT1 (SLC6A1) mRNA expressing cells in TCx and 

hippocampus were downloaded from ADTBI study website (http://aging.brain-

map.org/donors/summary). For both brain areas, cases assessed were a subgroup of those 

used for the gene expression analyses because not all the cases have both, RNAseq and 

ISH data; additionally, AD case H14.09.042 did not have TCx images, and AD case 

H14.09.098 did not have hippocampal images. For TCx, 7 control and 7 AD cases were 

analyzed. For each case, the TCx vGluT1 and GAT1 images were cropped to the same size 

sample field (e.g., 9,000,000 um2) to encompass all layers 1-VI of the cortical field; the 

location of each sample field was matched between the images for each mRNA. Three 

cropped images for each mRNA was assessed per case with the mean total area assessed 

for the control and AD groups being 34,920,000 ± 2,545,480 µm2 and 34,191,429 ± 

http://aging.brain-map.org/download/index
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3,603,269 µm2, respectively (p = 0.669). Automated counts of labeled TCx cells were 

performed using scikit-image 0.16.2 and Python 3.7 as previously described 129. Images 

were Gaussian blurred at 3 pixel sigma to remove small imaging artifacts and then 

thresholded using a Yen intensity threshold 129, which was found to be optimal across 

numerous thresholding methods blind-tested across several images. Cell objects were 

counted at multiple thresholds (10, 20, and 30 pixels) and while all yielded similar 

differences in E/I ratios between groups, the larger 30 um2 size threshold size was chosen 

for final analyses. Values were expressed per 100,000 µm2.   

For hippocampus which has well defined anatomical subfields, 6 control and 5 AD 

cases were selected for analyses using the criteria that each case had to have a visible 

dentate gyrus, region CA4 and CA3; this resulted in the exclusion of 1 control, and 3 AD 

cases with poorly defined regions. Since region CA1 was not present in all of the final 

cases this field was excluded from analyses. Unlike cortex, where excitatory and inhibitory 

cells are interspersed across the cortical layers, hippocampal excitatory cells are localized 

within specific lamina (e.g., stratum pyramidale and, in human, within the dentate hilar 

region referred to as CA4). Inhibitory cells are distributed throughout the hippocampus but 

also exclusively in the molecular layers which are devoid of excitatory neurons (e.g., CA3 

apical dendritic field, and the dentate gyrus molecular layer). Thus, for relative E/I ratios 

in hippocampus, vGluT1 mRNA positive cells were counted in sample fields of both CA3 

stratum pyramidale and CA4, and GAT1 mRNA positive cells were counted in sample 

fields of CA3 stratum pyramidale, CA3 apical dendritic field, and the dentate gyrus 

molecular layer. For each mRNA, three cropped images were obtained per sample field for 

each case. The mean size of each sample field was: CA3 stratum pyramidale, 450,000 µm2 

(the location of the sample field was matched between the images for both mRNAs); CA4, 

600,000 µm2; CA3 apical dendritic field, 320,000 µm2; dentate gyrus molecular layer, 

500,000 µm2. Automated counts of GAT1 labeled cells were performed as described 

above, and objects were counted if they were larger than 30 pixels. Because the vGluT1 

labeled cells in the hippocampal fields were more greatly packed together and often 

touched other label cells, these cells were counted manually using the same size criteria to 

avoid potential confounds that would occur with automated counting. Images were 

imported into ImageJ, and cells were counted using the multi-point tool by three 
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independent scorers blind to cases and groups. The three scores for each image were then 

averaged for a final cell count for each vGluT1 image field. For final vGluT1 and GAT1 

counts, numbers were averaged across all sample fields for each mRNA and values of 

labeled cells were expressed per 100,000 µm2. Either two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test 

or a two-tailed unpaired Mann Whitney test were used for statistical analyses between the 

two groups and were conducted using Prism 9.1.1. 

 

PROTEOMIC ANALYSIS USING NANOFLOW LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-TANDEM 

MASS SPECTROMETRY 

P2 fractions (2µg/µL) were sonicated 6 times for 5s as we use for MSM, then 1µL 

were analyzed by nanoflow liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (nanoLC-

MS/MS) using a nano-LC chromatography system (UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano, Dionex, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA). The nanoLC-MS/MS system was coupled on-

line to a Thermo Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, 

CA) through a nanospray ion source (Thermo Scientific). A trap and elute method was 

used to desalt and concentrate the sample, while preserving the analytical column. The trap 

column (Thermo Scientific) was a C18 PepMap100 (300um X 5mm, 5um particle size) 

while the analytical column was an Acclaim PepMap 100 (75μm X 25 cm)(Thermo 

Scientific). After equilibrating the column in 98% solvent A (0.1% formic acid in water) 

and 2% solvent B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile (ACN)), the samples (2 µL in solvent 

A) were injected onto the trap column and subsequently eluted (300 nL/min) by gradient 

elution onto the C18 column as follows: isocratic at 2% B, 0-5 min; 2% to 28% B, 5-120 

min; 28% to 40% B, 120-124 min; 40% to 90% B, 124-126 min; isocratic at 90% B, 126-

130 min; 90% to 2%, 130-132 min; and isocratic at 2% B, until the 150 minute mark. All 

LC-MS/MS data were acquired using XCalibur, version 2.4.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

in positive ion mode using a top speed data-dependent acquisition (DDA) method with a 3 

second cycle time. The survey scans (m/z 350-1500) were acquired in the Orbitrap at 

120,000 resolution (at m/z = 400) in profile mode, with a maximum injection time of 100 

msecond and an AGC target of 400,000 ions. The S-lens RF level was set to 60. Isolation 

was performed in the quadrupole with a 1.6 Da isolation window, and CID MS/MS 
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acquisition was performed in profile mode using rapid scan rate with detection in the ion-

trap using the following settings: parent threshold = 5,000; collision energy = 32%; 

maximum injection time 56 msec; AGC target 500,000 ions. Monoisotopic precursor 

selection (MIPS) and charge state filtering were on, with charge states 2-6 included. 

Dynamic exclusion was used to remove selected precursor ions, with a +/- 10 ppm mass 

tolerance, for 15 seconds after acquisition of one MS/MS spectrum. Tandem mass spectra 

were extracted and charge state deconvoluted using Proteome Discoverer (Thermo Fisher, 

version 2.2.0388). Deisotoping was not performed. All MS/MS spectra were searched 

against a Uniprot Homo Sapiens protein FASTA database using Sequest. Searches were 

performed with a parent ion tolerance of 5 ppm and a fragment ion tolerance of 0.60 Da. 

Trypsin is specified as the enzyme, allowing for two missed cleavages. Fixed modification 

of carbamidomethyl (C) and variable modifications of oxidation (M) and deamidation were 

specified in Sequest. 
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION 

Aberrant hyperactivation of specific brain regions occurs already in prodromal AD, 

and its correction may have disease-modifying effects. Growing evidence associate AD 

hyperactivation with E/I imbalance at the level of the synapses142; high synaptic activity 

induces perisynaptically release of tau and Aβ proteins 95,143,144, and high levels of those 

proteins increase synaptic activity 53,55  suggesting a self-feeding loop with deleterious 

consequences for neuronal function. In addition, global synaptic E/I ratio positively 

correlates with neuronal firing 145, suggesting that hyperactive brain regions may have a 

shift of the E/I ratio toward pro-excitatory changes.  

 

Using multiple orthogonal approaches, three independent cohorts and three brain regions, 

we report here evidence of E/I imbalance in the AD brain that favors greater synaptic 

excitation in areas found to be hyperactive in AD using fMRI. Using near-simultaneous 

recording of synaptic receptors (AMPAR and GABAAR), we reported a pro-excitatory 

shift of E/I balance in TCx and PCx of AD subjects. Because AD is a continuum, TCx pro-

excitatory eE/I ratio correlates with higher levels of AD biomarkers and strongly associated 

with impairment of the cognition of the subject. In hippocampus, the lower the amplitude 

of synaptic currents was the lower the mental score of the subject, suggesting an equal and 

parallel deterioration of the excitation and inhibition. To corroborate those findings, we 

used an independent cohort using RNA-seq and hibridization in situ dataset available 

online to estimate transcriptional synaptic (tE/I) and cellular (cE/I) E/I ratio. The cE/I ratios 

in all three brain regions were strongly correlated with the memory score of the subjects: 

the more pro-excitatory the shift was the more impairment in memory. Same outcome was 

observed with tE/I ratios. PCx and hippocampus showed a correlation in the same direction, 

but not TCx. While our results showed E/I imbalance in AD, whether this phenomenon 

comes before toxic oligomers productions still not known. The robust pro-excitatory shift 
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of E/I balance associated with loss of cognition and pathology severity suggest that there 

is a strong connection between these events.  

We cannot exclude the possibility that these synaptic E/I effects might reflect a 

feature of early-onset AD such as seizure activity 146,147, however, complementary findings 

from the ADTBI cohort suggest that E/I imbalance is not an exclusive feature of early-

onset AD. In particular, gene expression analyses for both PSD-95 and GPHN transcripts 

and vGluT1 and GAT1 expressing cells in the ADTBI cohort of subjects, with late-onset 

AD and level of pathology similar to the ones used in FTD studies, also demonstrated a 

shift in E/I imbalance. Electrophysiological recordings from the MSM studies also showed 

unequal deficits in postsynaptic AMPAR- and GABAAR mediated ion currents, leading to 

an increase in the global electrophysiological synaptic E/I ratio in cortical areas but not in 

hippocampus, which would favor enhanced synaptic excitatory drive. The E/I shift in AD 

is remarkable in the context of studies showing that synaptic levels of inhibition are 

generally proportional and scaled in strength to excitation, despite even large variations in 

the amplitude of excitatory synaptic currents across neurons 81,88,110. Changes in excitatory 

synapse number and/or strength predicted for Hebbian plasticity during learning and 

memory are similarly compensated for by synaptic scaling 111, heterosynaptic plasticity 110, 

and changes in synaptic function within minutes and hours112. Indeed, the E/I ratio in our 

MSM study had minimal variation compared to ion currents measured individually, 

indicating that on average the relationship between postsynaptic AMPARs and GABAARs 

is nearly constant in control individuals. While our results do not identify the cell types 

receiving higher excitatory drive in AD, the large majority of neurons in cortex are 

excitatory pyramidal cells 148, suggesting that these are the principal target. Consistent with 

this, there is enhanced excitatory transmission in principal neurons due to GABAergic 

deficits in animal models of familial AD 52,149,150. Interneurons are somewhat protected 

compared to pyramidal neurons in AD at early stages, but nonetheless exhibit 

morphological alterations and innervation deficits 151, particularly adjacent to amyloid 
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pathology 152, that are likely to underlie the beginning of synaptic inhibitory dysfunction 

in the disorder. Based on our gene expression findings for advanced AD, we propose that 

as the disease progresses there are more cell-wide effects on inhibitory neurons, which 

would be expected to further exaggerate E/I deficits. The cellular mechanisms contributing 

to the emergence and progression of AD are poorly understood. Multiple studies have 

described dysfunctions in cholinergic and glutamatergic systems 153,154but it is not known 

if equivalent disturbances occur in the GABA system. Post-mortem AD studies of GABA 

levels, or the distribution or activity of the GABA synthesizing enzyme glutamic acid 

decarboxylase (GAD), have obtained mixed results, with reports indicating reductions or 

no change in GABA or GAD levels (see 155 for a comprehensive review). Analyses of 

GABAARs in the AD brain have reported decreases in protein levels for the α1, α5, β3, and 

γ2 subunits 155, and preservation or up-regulation of subunits that are normally co-

expressed in the human brain 124,155. Total levels of GPHN immunoreactivity are reported 

to decrease with increasing pathology in the AD brain 105 and there is evidence for a 

transcriptional decoupling between GABAAR subunits and GPHN, two effects that would 

be consistent with inhibitory deficits in AD. Of interest in this regard is evidence that 

GPHN becomes abnormally associated with Aβ plaques and occasionally with NFTs 107. 

However, no studies to date have evaluated synaptic levels of GPHN in AD. Thus, the 

present findings demonstrating that the density of GPHN-ir in synapse-size puncta is more 

greatly reduced than those for PSD-95-ir in AD PCx indicates a relatively greater deficit at 

inhibitory synapses and thus an increase in “uncompensated” excitatory connectivity. 

In conclusion, anatomical, electrophysiological, cellular and transcriptional data 

indicate that dysregulation of the inhibitory system drives a pro-excitatory shift of synaptic 

E/I ratio. Imbalance of this ratio seems to be responsible of the hyperactivity of TCx and 

PCx, and strongly correlates with cognitive loss. Anti-epileptic drug has proven to be 

beneficial to AD subjects, even though more specific targets are required to produce 

efficient therapies. This evidence opens to the possibility of new potential therapies direct 
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to the correction of GABAergic system in specific regions hyperactive in AD, as TCx and 

PCx to restore the physiological E/I ratio, and more important restore the cognition of the 

subjects. 
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